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ABSTRACT
Exploiting novel endogenous glyphosate‐tolerant
alleles is highly desirable and has promising
potential for weed control in rice breeding. Here,
through fusions of different effective cytosine
and adenine deaminases with nCas9‐NG, we en-
gineered an effective surrogate two‐component
composite base editing system, STCBE‐2, with
improved C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G base editing efficiency

and expanded the editing window. Furthermore,
we targeted a rice endogenous OsEPSPS gene
for artificial evolution through STCBE‐2‐mediated
near‐saturated mutagenesis. After hygromycin
and glyphosate selection, we identified a novel
OsEPSPS allele with an Asp‐213‐Asn (D213N)
mutation (OsEPSPS‐D213N) in the predicted
glyphosate‐binding domain, which conferred rice
plants reliable glyphosate tolerance and had not
been reported or applied in rice breeding. Collec-
tively, we developed a novel dual base editor which
will be valuable for artificial evolution of important
genes in crops. And the novel glyphosate‐tolerant
rice germplasm generated in this study will benefit
weeds management in rice paddy fields.
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INTRODUCTION

Rice is one of the most important food crops consumed by
nearly half of the world population. Improving rice yield

and quality will be of great significance to alleviate the food
crisis and ensure global food security. In the process of
rice production, farmland weeds often compete with rice
plants for sunlight, water, nutrients, and growth. Meanwhile,
they are intermediate hosts of pathogens and pests, which
severely affect the yield and quality of rice. Glyphosate

(N‐(phosphonomethyl)‐glycine) is one of the most extensively
used broad‐spectrum herbicides for weeds control in crop
production (Steinrücken and Amrhein, 1980). The primary
action mode of glyphosate is though competitive binding and
inhibition of the enzyme 5‐enolpyruvylshikimate‐3‐phosphate
synthase (EPSPS), which catalyzes one important step in the
shikimate pathway by using the phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP)
as substrate (Steinrücken and Amrhein, 1980). In plants, as
much as 20% of all fixed carbon flows through the shikimate
pathway which results in the synthesis of the aromatic amino
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acids Tyr, Phe, and Trp, as well as tetrahydrofolate, ubiq-
uinone, vitamins K and E (Baerson et al., 2002). Following the
aging of the population, decreasing labor resources, and
mechanized crop production, cultivating glyphosate‐tolerant
rice varieties suitable for direct seeding and mechanized
production, which is more labor‐saving and cost‐effective,
has becoming a major priority in rice breeding programs.
However, due to the fact that nearly all the currently culti-
vated rice varieties are sensitive to glyphosate treatment,
application of glyphosate in the rice paddy field for weed
control frequently leads to yield losses (Jin et al., 2022).
Therefore, it is essential to develop glyphosate‐tolerant rice
varieties in order to secure rice production and quality.

At present, the commonly used strategy to generate
glyphosate‐tolerant crop plants is to introduce exogenous
glyphosate‐resistant genes into crops through transgenesis.
For example, an adenosine triphosphate‐binding cassette
(ABC) transporter (EcABCC8) was identified from Echino-
chloa colona; overexpression of this gene could confer rice
plants glyphosate tolerance (Pan et al., 2021). However,
due to the long biosafety assessment process and public
concerns about genetically modified food crops, so far, no
glyphosate‐tolerant transgenic rice varieties have yet been
released for commercialization. Recently, glyphosate‐tolerant
rice plants were recovered by prime editing of endogenous
rice EPSPS gene (OsEPSPS) to generate alleles with either
PS (P177S) or TAP‐IVS (T173I, A174V, and P177S) mutations
in three independent laboratories, respectively (Perotti et al.,
2019; Jiang et al., 2022; Qiao et al., 2022). Furthermore, a
novel glyphosate‐tolerant rice allele, mOsEPSPS‐GATIPS
(G172A, T173I, and P177S), was created through homology
donor repair (HDR) strategy by using a repair template har-
boring the desired mutations (Sony et al., 2023). These re-
sults indicated that more novel alleles of OsEPSPS gene
could be exploited for non‐transgenic glyphosate‐tolerant
rice breeding.

Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) is the genetic basis
for the improvement of agriculturally important traits in crop
plants. Base editing enables a single nucleotide substitution
in a target gene in a sequence‐specific manner to generate
either loss‐of‐function or gain‐of‐function mutations, thus
greatly accelerating functional annotation, crop improve-
ment, de novo domestication, or directed evolution of target
genes in crop plants (Bharat et al., 2020; Kuang et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021; Yan
et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2022). Three base editors are currently
in use: cytosine base editors (CBEs) for C:G to T:A transition
(Komor et al., 2016), adenine base editors (ABEs) for A:T to G:
C transition (Gaudelli et al., 2017), and C‐to‐G base editors
(CGBEs) for C:G to G:C transversion (Kurt et al., 2021; Zhao
et al., 2021). So far, impressive progresses have been ach-
ieved in improving the performance of CBEs and ABEs
(Li et al., 2023). For example, a base editor, PhieCBE, con-
sisting of a codon‐optimized evolved cytidine deaminase,
evoFERNY, which is derived from a wild‐type deaminase
Anc656, exhibited the highest editing efficiency (86.3%) in an

editing window of C3–C10 in the respective target genes
(Zeng et al., 2020). And another cytidine deaminase with wide
editing window, a human APOBEC3A (hA3A), when fused
with nCas9 (D10A), was reported to improve the efficiency of
base editing in wheat, rice, and potato with a 17‐nucleotide
editing window at all examined sites (Zong et al., 2018).
Subsequently, a BEACON base editing system composed
of a dCas12a and a hA3A with W98Y/W104A mutations
(mhA3A) significantly improved C‐to‐T editing efficiency in
comparison with the original hA3A (Wang et al., 2020). For
ABEs, monomer TadA8e, which has eight amino acid muta-
tions in a deoxyadenosine deaminase TadA, significantly
improved the efficiency of A‐to‐G base editing (Richter et al.,
2020). In addition, the efficiencies of CBEs or ABEs editors
have been further improved by using a surrogate system to
enrich the precisely edited events (Xu et al., 2020), optimizing
the lengths of linkers between fusion proteins, increasing the
numbers of uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor (UGI) and
the nuclear localization sequences (NLS) (Zeng et al., 2020),
respectively.

CBEs and ABEs enable the artificial evolution of agri-
culturally important genes in crops to generate novel gene/
allele resources and germplasm. For example, a CBE‐ and/or
ABE‐mediated gene evolution (BEMGE) strategy was devel-
oped to obtain novel allelic variants in OsALS and OsACC in
rice (Kuang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). In
addition, prime editing was also employed for artificial evo-
lution through saturated mutagenesis (Xu et al., 2021). Fur-
thermore, dual base editors for saturated targeted endoge-
nous mutagenesis editors (STEME or STEME‐NG), were
developed with the capability of simultaneously performing
C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G transitions by using one single‐guide RNA
(sgRNA) in rice (Li et al., 2020). Development of an effective
dual cytosine and adenine base editor is highly desirable in
saturated mutagenesis of targeted functional domains or
regulatory regions of important genes in crops. However, due
to the strict requirement of protospacer adjacent motif (PAM)
of canonical NGG for nCas9(D10A) and the relatively low
efficiency of dual base editor with nCas9(D10A)‐NG (STEME‐
NG) (Li et al., 2020), the wide application of the dual base
editing system in artificial evolution for crop improvement still
remains challenging.

In this study, in order to improve the efficiency of the dual
cytosine and adenine base editor and expand its editing
window, we developed several surrogate two‐component
composite base editing systems (STCBEs) through fusions
of different effective cytosine and adenine deaminases
with nCas9(D10A)‐NG, respectively. We first evaluated the
activities of these STCBEs in rice protoplasts by using six
endogenous targets. Then, we targeted a rice endogenous
OsEPSPS gene for near‐saturated mutagenesis by the more
effective dual cytosine and adenine base editor, STCBE‐2,
developed in our study. Through Agrobacterium‐mediated
transformation and both hygromycin and glyphosate se-
lection, we successfully generated a novel OsEPSPS
allele which conferred rice plants higher level of glyphosate
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tolerance. We truly believe the developed novel dual cytosine
and adenine base editor will also have significant potentials
for artificial evolution of other important traits in crops. And
the generated novel glyphosate‐tolerant rice germplasm,
which has not been reported or applied in rice breeding, will
be of great significance for weed management in rice paddy
fields to facilitate sustainable agricultural development.

RESULTS

Development of a STCBE with improved performance
We first attempted to fuse different cytidine deaminases and
adenosine deaminases to establish the novel STCBEs to
enable simultaneously performing C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G tran-
sitions with improved editing efficiency by using a single
sgRNA. We fused either mhA3A (hA3A with W98Y/W104A

mutations) (Zong et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020) or evo-
FERNY (Zeng et al., 2020), and in combination with a mon-
omer TadA8e (Wei et al., 2021) to the N terminus of nicked
SpCas9‐NG (nCas9‐NG) (Ren et al., 2019; Zhong et al.,
2019), followed by two copies of UGI at the C terminus of
nCas9‐NG, to generate STCBE‐1 and STCBE‐2, respectively
(Figure 1A). Alternatively, we fused either mhA3A or evo-
FERNY and a TadA‐TadA8e dimer, to the N terminus of
nCas9‐NG, followed by one copy of UGI at the C terminus of
nCas9‐NG, to generate STCBE‐3 and STCBE‐4, respectively
(Figure 1A). The broad PAM compatibility of nCas9‐NG
makes it feasible to generate the high‐density mutations in a
specific target gene/sequence (Ren et al., 2019; Zhong et al.,
2019). Furthermore, we used a surrogate system to restore
the defective hptII gene into the functional one which could
confer hygromycin resistance and enrich the precisely edited
plants (Xu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2022a). Thus, the gene

Figure 1. Development of an efficient surrogate two‐component composite base editing system (STCBE) for simultaneous cytidine and
adenine base editing
(A) A schematic showing the architectures of STCBE‐1, STCBE‐2, STCBE‐3, and STCBE‐4, respectively. From left to right, Ubi, ubiquitin promoter; NLS,
nuclear localization signal; mhA3A, a mutated human deaminase APOBEC3A; FERNY, evoFERNY derived from a wild‐type deaminase Anc656; TadA8e, a
deaminase variant containing eight amino acid mutations in deoxyadenosine deaminase TadA7.10; TadA, a natural adenine deaminase; nCas9‐NG, a Cas9
nickase nCas9‐NG(D10A) recognizing NG protospacer adjacent motif; UGI, a uracil DNA glycosylase inhibitor; PolyA, polyadenylation signal; NOS, NOS
terminator; 35S, cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promoter; hptII, a defective HptII gene. The boxes in gray indicate different lengths of amino acid linkers.
(B) The editing efficiencies and editing windows of different STCBEs at C1–C14 sites of the tested six endogenous targets. Error bars indicate the standard
error of three independent biological replicates. (C) The editing efficiencies and editing windows of different STCBEs at A1–A10 sites of the tested six
endogenous targets. Error bars indicate the standard error of three independent biological replicates.
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encoding hygromycin (HptII) in all the four STCBEs was in a
defective form of hptII (Figure 1A).

To examine the base editing activities of these four
STCBEs in rice, six sgRNAs targeting different genes/en-
coding regions including OsFTL2, OsGRF4, OsSD1‐1,
OsSD1‐2, OsEPSPS‐1, and OsEPSPS‐2 were designed
(Table S1) and cloned into OsU3‐sgRNA cassette in each
of the four STCBEs, respectively, and then transiently
expressed in rice protoplasts. The targeted fragments of the
selected target genes/encoding regions were amplified by
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), then for Hi‐tom high‐
throughput sequencing (Liu et al., 2019). Our sequencing
results indicated that STCBE‐2 produced C‐to‐T transitions
more efficiently than the other three STCBEs (Figure 1B). The
C‐to‐T base editing efficiency of STCBE‐2 could reach up to
25.5%, while the highest editing efficiencies of STCBE‐1,
STCBE‐3, and STCBE‐4 were 16.85%, 14.80%, and 18.50%,
respectively. All the four STCBEs had a most efficient C‐to‐T
editing efficiency at target site OsGRF4, while the editing
efficiencies at OsFTL2, OsSD1‐1, OsSD1‐2, OsEPSPS‐1, and
OsEPSPS‐2 target sites were relatively lower (Figure S1A),
consistent with previous reports that the editing efficiency
was dependent on the innate nature of target genes/se-
quences (Li et al., 2022b). Further, the cytidine deaminase,
evoFENRY, in STCBE‐2 and STCBE‐4 exhibited higher
editing efficiency of C‐to‐T than mhA3A in STCBE‐1 and
STCBE‐3, respectively (Figure 1B). Furthermore, among
the four STCBEs developed in this study, STCBE‐2 also had
the highest A‐to‐G base editing efficiency (25.30%), while
the highest editing efficiencies of STCBE‐1, STCBE‐3, and
STCBE‐4 were 21.90%, 8.70%, and 7.30%, respectively
(Figure 1C). In addition, all the four STCBEs exhibited a
more efficient A‐to‐G editing at OsFTL2, whereas the editing
efficiencies of other target sites, OsGRF4, OsSD1‐1,
OsSD1‐2, OsEPSPS‐1, and OsEPSPS‐2, were relatively
lower (Figure S1B). In particular, the A‐to‐G base editing
efficiencies of STCBE‐1 and STCBE‐2 with monomeric
TadA8e were significantly improved in comparison to
STCBE‐3 and STCBE‐4 which were composed of a dimer
TadA‐TadA8e (Figure 1C), consistent with a previous report
(Wei et al., 2021). As for the editing window, in comparison
with STCBE‐4 and the previously reported STEME‐NG
(Li et al., 2020), STCBE‐2 exhibited a wider editing
window which encompassed C1–C14 (counting the end distal
to the PAM as position 1) of the protospacer sequences for
C‐to‐T editing, and A1 to A10 for A‐to‐G editing, respectively
(Figures 1B, C, S2). Furthermore, we evaluated the perform-
ance of STCBE‐2 by using the same set of 16 targets in four
endogenous genes as reported for testing the activity of
STEME‐NG (Table S1) in rice protoplasts. Our result indicated
that STCBE‐2 could enable the C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G base
editing efficiencies reaching up to 23.1% and 24.2%, re-
spectively. In comparison to STEME‐NG, STCBE‐2 increased
the efficiencies of C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G base editing by 2.9‐
(23.1%/7.92%) and 13.2‐fold (24.2%/1.84%), respectively,
further indicating that STCBE‐2 outperformed STEME‐NG in

conducting simultaneous C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G base editing
(Figure S2). Collectively, these results indicate that STCBE‐2 is
a more effective dual cytosine and adenine base editor, and
can be used for saturated mutagenesis of the agriculturally
important genes in rice for artificial evolution (Figure 1).

Near‐saturated mutagenesis of OsEPSPS by STCBE‐2
generated a novel allele conferring rice glyphosate
tolerance
Next, to further prove the effectiveness of STCBE‐2, which is
capable of performing C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G transition simulta-
neously by using a single sgRNA, we chose an endogenous
OsEPSPS gene for saturated mutagenesis in rice stable lines.
Combined with the protein structure prediction of OsEPSPS
and bioinformatics analysis, we designed a total of 35
sgRNAs, tiled on both the forward and reverse DNA strands,
to target the conserved functional domains of OsEPSPS
and the predicted glyphosate‐binding domains (Figure
2A; Tables S2, 3). The sgRNA library was divided into 11
pools; each was composed of two to four sgRNAs, de-
pending on the length of the targeted region (Figure 2A). The
sgRNAs in each pool were cloned into the STCBE‐2 vector
individually, and then introduced into Agrobacterium cells.
The Agrobacterium cells harboring these vectors in each pool
were mixed in equal amounts and introduced into the calli of
the rice cultivar cv Zhonghua 11 through Agrobacterium‐
mediated transformation. Regenerated plants recovered from
both hygromycin and glyphosate selection were genotyped
by amplicon sequencing of the endogenous OsEPSPS gene
to identify the evolved OsEPSPS alleles (Figure 2B).

In total, approximately 2,600 independent calli were
transformed with 11 pools. These calli were then screened on
medium added with both hygromycin (50mg/L) and glyph-
osate (10mg/L) at callus induction and regeneration stages.
Hygromycin and glyphosate selection could potentially inhibit
the growth of wild‐type rice calli (Figure 2C, D). After 4–6
weeks of selection, whereas no regenerated plants were
obtained from other pools, we recovered nine independent
lines derived from the transformation of Pool 6. All these
lines had the precisely edited HptII gene which restored its
function and conferred rice plants hygromycin resistance
(Figure S3). Among these lines, two independent lines (line 1:
P6‐D213‐1 including three individual plants; line 2: P6‐D213‐
2, including five individual plants) were identified as lines
carrying the precisely edited OsEPSPS by amplicon se-
quencing (Figures 2E, 3A), whereas the other lines were wild‐
type plants. The escape of wild‐type plants under the strict
selection regime of both hygromycin and glyphosate might
be due to the growth of these plants along with the edited
OsEPSPS plants. Furthermore, our sequencing results also
indicated that all the regenerated OsEPSPS edited plants
carried the same sgRNA‐g19, and the C‐to‐T transition in
OsEPSPS was at a heterozygous status (Figures 2E, 3A; Table
S2). The C10–T10 transition at the sgRNA‐g19 targeting site in
these OsEPSPS edited lines resulted in a substitution of an
amino acid aspartic acid (Asp; D) with an asparagine (Asn; N) at
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position 213 amino acid (OsEPSPS‐D213N), a key amino acid
located in between the α‐helix and β‐sheet in the predicted
glyphosate‐binding domain (Figures 2A, 3B). The change of
acidic Asp with negative charge to neutral Asn might decrease
the glyphosate‐binding activity of OsEPSPS, and thus con-
ferred rice plants with glyphosate tolerance.

Evaluation of the glyphosate tolerance of rice plants
with the novel OsEPSPS allele
Following segregation, we obtained the OsEPSPS‐D213N
transgene‐free homozygous lines in the T1 generation. To

determine if the transgene sequences of Cas9, sgRNA
cassette and hptII, were present in the T1 lines, we per-
formed PCR amplification using the primer sets designed
to specifically amplify nCas9‐NG, sgRNA cassette and hptII
sequences, respectively (Figure S4). We successfully re-
covered nCas9‐NG, sgRNA cassette and hptII transgene‐
free homozygous lines with OsEPSPS‐D213N from the T1
progenies (Figure S4). Subsequently, the potential sgRNA‐
dependent off‐target sites for sgRNA19 were predicted
using the web tool CRISPR‐GE (Clustered Regularly Inter-
spaced Palindromic Repeats – Genome Editing). The two

Figure 2. Near‐saturated mutagenesis of Oryza sativa 5‐enolpyruvylshikimate‐3‐phosphate synthase (OsEPSPS) by surrogate
two‐component composite base editing system 2 (STCBE‐2) generates glyphosate‐tolerant rice plants
(A) Schematic diagram of OsEPSPS gene structure and a tiled single‐guide RNA (sgRNA) library designed to target the conserved domains (CFD; green
bidirectional arrow) of OsEPSPS and the predicted glyphosate‐binding domains (GBD; blue bidirectional arrow). A total of 35 sgRNAs were designed and
divided into 11 pools. (B) A transformation process for screening potential glyphosate‐tolerant rice mutant. (C) The induction and regeneration of calli after
Agrobacterium‐mediated rice transformation. Calli on selection medium containing 10mg/L glyphosate and 50mg/L hygromycin and glyphosate‐resistant
seedlings on regeneration medium containing 10mg/L glyphosate after 6 weeks of culture. (D) Glyphosate‐resistant plants cultured in rooting medium
containing 10mg/L glyphosate for 2 weeks. Bar= 5 cm. (E) Summary of the precise base editing efficiency at the target site of OsEPSPS in T0 plants in rice.
The editing frequency is estimated by dividing the number of precisely edited independent lines by the number of independent transgenic lines detected.
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potential off‐target sites with 4‐nt mismatches regarding
the sgRNA19 were examined, and no off‐target effect was
detected in the tested OsEPSPS‐D213N lines (Table S4).

To further validate the glyphosate tolerance of the rice
lines with OsEPSPS‐D213N allele, the transgene‐free ho-
mozygous plants at the three‐leaf stage were sprayed with
glyphosate at a dose of 4× field‐recommended dose
(5,400 g a.i./ha). After 2 weeks, the OsEPSPS‐D213N
seedlings exhibited normal growth, whereas the wild‐type
seedlings died (Figure 3C). However, whereas the homo-
zygous lines displayed growth defects at seedling stage
(Figure S5) and sterility with no seed setting at all, the
heterozygous OsEPSPS‐D213N plants exhibited a slightly

delayed flowering compared with the wild‐type when
grown in the rice paddy field (Figure S6). This result in-
dicated that the homozygous OsEPSPS‐D213N allele
might affect its activity in the shikimate pathway and thus
leading to growth defects and sterility. The potential
mechanism underlying this phenomenon remains to be
exploited in the future. Nevertheless, our data suggest that
STCBE‐2 enables generation of a novel OsEPSPS‐D213N
allele which confers rice a higher level of glyphosate tol-
erance through artificial evolution, and could be employed
as an effective tool in directed evolution of other
agriculturally important genes in rice and other crops for
genetic improvement.

Figure 3. Evaluation of the glyphosate tolerance of rice plants with the novel Oryza sativa 5‐enolpyruvylshikimate‐3‐phosphate synthase
(OsEPSPS) allele
(A) Sanger sequencing of the survived plant in the T0 generation. The mutant site is marked by a red arrow. (B) The structural model of the OsEPSPS protein
and location of aspartic acid (Asp; D) at position 213 amino acid (D213) in the predicted binding domain of glyphosate. The residue (D213/N213) and
glyphosate are labeled as colored sticks. α, α‐helix; β, β‐sheet. (C) Glyphosate resistance of the transgene‐free homozygous lines with OsEPSPS‐D213N
allele. Water without glyphosate: the growth of the seedlings of wild‐type and transgene‐free homozygous lines with OsEPSPS‐D213N allele at 14 d after
spraying with water. 4× Glyphosate, the growth of the seedlings of wild‐type and transgene‐free homozygous lines with OsEPSPS‐D213N allele at 14 d
after spraying with glyphosate at four times field‐recommended application dose (5,400 g a.i./ha). Bar= 7 cm.
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DISCUSSION

Development an efficient dual cytosine and adenine base
editor enabling simultaneous C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G transitions
by using a single sgRNA would be highly desirable for
artificial evolution of agriculturally important genes in crop
improvement. In this study, through fusions of different ef-
fective cytosine and adenine deaminases with nCas9‐NG,
we developed a series of STCBEs for simultaneous C‐to‐T
and A‐to‐G base editing. Testing the base editing activity of
four STCBEs in rice protoplast by using six endogenous
targets demonstrated that STCBE‐2, which is composed of
evoFERNY and TadA8e fused to the N‐termini of nCas9‐NG,
and two copies of UGI at the C‐termini of nCas9‐NG,
exhibited significantly improved efficiencies of 25.5% for
C‐to‐T and 25.3% for A‐to‐G base editing, respectively. In
comparison the previously reported dual cytosine and
adenine base editor, STEME‐NG, which was composed
of hA3A (APOBEC3A), TadA7.10, and nCas9‐NG, and
exhibited editing activity of 7.92% for C‐to‐T and 1.84% for
A‐to‐G in rice protoplast (Li et al., 2020), STCBE‐2 sub-
stantially increased the simultaneous C‐to‐T and A‐to‐G
base editing efficiencies by 2.9‐ (23.1%/7.92%) and 13.2‐
fold (24.2%/1.84%), respectively (Figure S2). Furthermore,
the editing byproducts of STCBE‐2, which mainly consisted
of C‐to‐G and C‐to‐A, occurred at relatively lower frequen-
cies of 1.5% and 1.7% (Figure S1C), respectively, in com-
parison with those of 13.73% and 4.41% for STEMEs, re-
spectively (Li et al., 2020). In addition, no indels were
detected in different target sites of STCBE‐2 and STCBE‐4
in rice protoplasts, while the indel frequencies of STCBE‐1
and STCBE‐3 were 1.10% and 3.50%, respectively, dem-
onstrating the combination of FERNY and TadA8e increased
the purity of editing products (Figure S1C). Moreover,
STCBE‐2 extended the A‐to‐G editing window of A1–A10,
compared to the STEMEs in a window of A4–A8 (Li et al.,
2020). Finally, it is worth mentioning that both STCBEs and
the previously reported STEME‐NG (Li et al., 2020) dis-
played a compromised activity in comparison with STEMEs,
indicating that while nCas9‐NG could expand the editing
scope of base editing, it might decrease the editing activity.
Given that the presence of limited target sites with a can-
onical NGG PAM within the encoding region/functional do-
mains of a target gene when nCas9 were used, we proposed
that STCBE‐2, which is capable of dual base editing at
target with NG PAM, would be more favorable for artificial
evolution of important protein‐coding genes to generate
new alleles or alternative functional activities through satu-
rated mutagenesis.

In addition, a novel glyphosate‐tolerant allele, OsEPSPS‐
D213N, was successfully exploited through STCBE‐2‐
mediated artificial evolution of endogenous OsEPSPS gene in
rice in this study. To understand the molecular basis of
glyphosate tolerance mutation, the structural model of
the OsEPSPS protein was predicted using the web tools
AlphaFold Protein Structure Database (www.alphafold.com).

Aspartic acid (D) is an acidic amino acid with negative
charge, while Asn (N) is neutral and has no charge at all. We
speculate that the mutation D213N might alter the molecular
structure of β‐sheet in OsEPSPS and cause the conforma-
tional changes of the glyphosate‐binding domain (Figure 3B).
In addition, the change of the hydrogen bond in the inter-
action between OsEPSPS and glyphosate might decrease
the glyphosate‐binding activity. Therefore, through near‐
saturated mutagenesis of OsEPSPS by STCBE‐2, we
exploited a functional allele OsEPSPS‐D213N conferring rice
glyphosate tolerance, demonstrating the potential of STCBE‐
2 in artificial evolution of agriculturally important genes for
crop improvement. Moreover, the novel transgene‐free rice
germplasm harboring OsEPSPS‐D213N allele exhibited a
substantially higher level of glyphosate tolerance (Figure 3C)
and could potentially be applied for weed control in rice
paddy fields.

In conclusion, we successfully engineered an efficient
dual cytosine and adenine base editing system, STCBE‐2,
for artificial evolution of agriculturally important genes in
rice. The established dual cytosine and adenine base editing
system may also be extended to the artificial evolution
of important traits in other food crops through saturated
mutagenesis. Furthermore, through STCBE‐2‐mediated
saturated mutagenesis, we exploited a novel glyphosate‐
tolerant OsEPSPS‐D213N allele which has not been docu-
mented in existing natural resources or applied in rice
breeding. The novel transgene‐free glyphosate rice germ-
plasm generated in our study will have potential in weed
management in rice paddy fields, thus facilitating the direct
seeding and mechanized production of hybrid rice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of the base editing vectors
To establish the hygromycin‐based surrogate system, we first
mutated the hptII gene at the start codon (ATG) to ACG and
cloned it into our basic vector pCXUN‐Ubi‐NLS‐nCas9(D10A)‐
NG‐PolyA‐Nos, to generate a pCXUN‐Ubi‐NLS‐nCas9(D10A)‐
NG‐PolyA‐Nos‐35S‐hptII vector (hereafter referred to as the
BE vector‐Original). For STCBE‐1, the cytidine deaminase
(hA3A with W98Y/W104A mutations), adenosine deaminases
(TadA8e), and two copies of UGI were amplified from BEACON
(Wang et al., 2020), pCXUN‐Ubi‐TadA‐Tad8e‐nCas9 (D10A)
preserved in our laboratory, and PevoFERNY‐NG (Zeng et al.,
2020), respectively. For STCBE‐2, the cytidine deaminase
(FERNY) and two copies of UGI, and adenosine deaminases
(TadA8e), were amplified from PevoFERNY‐NG, and pCXUN‐
Ubi‐TadA‐Tad8e‐nCas9 (D10A) preserved in our laboratory,
respectively. For STCBE‐3, the cytidine deaminase (hA3A with
W98Y/W104A mutations), and adenosine deaminases (a dimer
composed of TadA and TadA8e), and one copy of UGI were
amplified from BEACON, pCXUN‐Ubi‐TadA‐Tad8e‐nCas9
(D10A) preserved in our laboratory, and PevoFERNY‐NG, re-
spectively. For STCBE‐4, the cytidine deaminase (FERNY) and
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one copy of UGI, and adenosine deaminases (a dimer com-
posed of TadA and TadA8e), were amplified from PevoFERNY‐
NG, and pCXUN‐Ubi‐TadA‐Tad8e‐nCas9 (D10A) preserved in
our laboratory, respectively. Polymerase chain reaction was
performed using high‐fidelity DNA polymerase Phusion (New
England BioLabs). These PCR products were assembled into
the BE vector‐Original by One Step Cloning (ClonExpress II
One Step Cloning Kit; Vazyme), respectively. Each OsU3‐
sgRNA expression cassette was then cloned into the STCBEs
backbone, respectively. The spacers were inserted into PmeI
(NEB) digested STCBEs‐sgRNA. The primer sets used for
construction of these vectors are listed in Table S5.

Protoplast transfection
We used the Japonica rice cultivar (Japonica cv Zhonghua11)
to prepare protoplasts. Protoplast isolation and transformation
were performed as previously described (Ren et al., 2019). Rice
protoplasts were isolated from 14‐d‐old seedlings grown on
1/2 Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium. They were transfected
by STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsGRF4), STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsFTL2),
STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsSD1‐1), STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsSD1‐2),
STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsEPSPS‐1), STCBEs‐sgRNA (OsEPSPS‐2),
and STCBEs without sgRNA as a control. Further, STCBE‐2
constructs containing the same set of 16 targets as reported
for testing the activity of STEME‐NG (Li et al., 2020) were also
generated in order to evaluate the performance of STCBE‐2 in
comparison with STEME‐NG in rice protoplasts. These targets
included four targets for each OsAAT, OsCDC48, OsDEP1,
and OsOD gene with PAMs of NGA, NGT, NGC, and NGG,
respectively (Table S1). In each transfection, 20 μg of STCBEs‐
sgRNA plasmid DNA was introduced into approximately 1×
106 protoplasts by polyethylene glycol (PEG)‐mediated trans-
fection. The transfected protoplasts were incubated at 25°C,
and at 36–48 h post‐transfection they were collected and
genomic DNA was amplified by PCR, then for Hi‐Tom high‐
throughput sequencing (Liu et al., 2019).

sgRNA design and sgRNA library assembly for evolving
OsEPSPS
The genomic DNA sequence of OsEPSPS (LOC_Os06g04280)
was PCR amplified from the Japonica rice cultivar Zhonghua11
with high‐fidelity DNA polymerase Phusion (NEB) and de-
termined by Sanger sequencing. The conserved functional do-
mains of OsEPSPS and the glyphosate‐binding domains were
predicted using the web tools EnsemblPlants (www.plants.
ensembl.org) and NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). To cover most
of the sections of functional domains of OsEPSPS, we used the
NG PAM on both the sense and anti‐sense strands. In total, 35
spacers were designed and divided into 11 pools based on the
sgRNA‐target region of OsEPSPS (Table S2).

Rice Agrobacterium‐mediated transformation
For rice transformation of aforementioned vectors, the
Japonica rice cultivar Zhonghua11 was used as donor material
in this study. The binary vectors in each group were pooled
in equimolar ratios and transformed into Agrobacterium

tumefaciens EHA‐105 by electroporation and used to
transform about 240 rice calli. Agrobacterium‐mediated
transformation was conducted following the procedure as
previously reported (Kuang et al., 2020). Afterwards, the calli
were subjected to hygromycin (50mg/L) and glyphosate (10
mg/L) selection in the induction and selection media for 4–6
weeks at 28°C, respectively. Finally, the well‐grown calli were
transferred to regeneration medium to recover plants.

Molecular characterization of the regenerated plants
The genomic DNA of the regenerated plant was extracted
using the DNA quick Plant System (Tiangen Biotech, Beijing,
China). Polymerase chain reaction amplification and detailed
genotyping were performed as previously described (Li et al.,
2022a). The Sanger sequencing chromatograms at target sites
were analyzed using SnapGene software. To investigate off‐
target effects, we selected potential off‐target sites, based on
the prediction of the CRISPR‐GE (skl.scau.edu.cn) for the
target of sgRNA19 (Table S4). The site‐specific genomic PCR
and Sanger sequencing were used to determine the off‐target
effects. The primer sets used are listed in Table S5.

Glyphosate test in rice plants with D213N mutation
Rice seeds were germinated on 1/2 MS medium in a growth
chamber (28°C, 16 h light/8 h dark). After 14 d, the plantlets
with OsEPSPS‐D213N allele and the wild‐type plants were
transferred to the soil and grown in the greenhouse. The rice
plants at the three‐leaf stage were then sprayed with glyph-
osate at a dose of 4× field‐recommended dose (5,400 g a.i./ha)
using a cabinet spray chamber at 0.3MPa pressure; the
phenotypes were then investigated after 14 d of glyphosate
applications, with wild‐type plants included as the control.
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